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SMILE Shaker Card Instructions: 

 

Materials: 

Sue Wilson Smile Die CED8302 
Sue Wilson Scribble Flower Dies CED1441 
Clear Acetate 
Foam Strips (Couture Creations) 
Pink Sequins, Pearls 
Pink card stock  
Light green card Stock (Joy Craft) 
White Card Stock 
Dries clear glue. 
 

Instructions: 

1. Cut a piece of card stock that measures 10” x 7” and fold in half to create a 5” x 7” card. 
2. Cut a piece of pink card stock that measures. 6 ¾” x 4 ¾”. 
3. Cut a piece of white card stock that measures 6 ½ x 4 ½”. 
4. Cut a piece of acetate (overhead acetate) to measure 6 ¼ x 4 ¼”. 
5. Die cut the word SMILE into the piece of white card stock and die cut the one scribble flower that 

points to the left. 
6. Die cut the same scribble flower: die cut the flower itself from pink card stock and the stem from 

green card stock and emboss (only the stem needs embossing as it has some indentations in the 
leaves. 

7. Die cut 3 of the small scribble flowers. 
8. Attach the piece of acetate to the die cut piece of card stock using double-sided tape just around 

the outside edge and where it will not show through the acetate.  Ensure the scribble flower and 
SMILE are covered by the acetate. 

9. Attach the green stem from the Scribble flower onto the top of the acetate using glue.  Attach the 
pink flower inside the opening for the flower in the white card using glue. 

10. Place 3D foam strips around the outside edges of the bottom of the acetate and card stock layer. 
11. Make a box around the SMILE and a box around the Scribble flower with the foam tape, this will 

create the box for the shaker card and sequins. 
12. Attach the piece of pink card stock to the white card with double-sided tape. 
13. Place some sequins onto the area of the pink card where smile will be.  You can place them in a 

small strip and then they will spread to the rest of the area of the shaker box. 
14. Place some sequins also in the area where the flower will be. 
15. Place the piece of card stock and acetate onto the background. 
16. Decorate the front of the card with the pink pearls in the corners and in the centers of the large 

scribble flower. 
17. Attach the small scribble flowers in the upper left corner and attach pearls to the centers 
18. Decorate the front of the card with another sentiment form the die set as desired. 
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